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EDITORIAL NOTE 

The present volume brings together a collection of papers focused on cognitive issues in 
linguistics theory and translation. The first paper, by Francisco J. Rodriguez Muiioz, 

addresses clinical pragmatics issues as explicated in its title: "Discourse Markers and 

Modal Expressions in Speakers with and without Asperger Syndrome: A Pragmatic
perceptive Approach". The data gathered from 20 informants (plus a control group of 
another 20 subjects) and discussed by the author is all in Spanish, but the analysis is 
carried on with numerous references to research done on English discourse markers and 
modal expressions. Methodologically, the paper integrates pragmatics, corpus linguistics 
and statistical analysis. The author presents his research as a new approach, in which 
three main groups of markers emerge as a result of their "perceptive enhancement", 
which can be enunciative, textual, or interactive, and, respectively, focus on the 
addresser, the message, or the addressee. Applying this classification allows to better 
indicate significant differences in the use of discourse markers on the part of Asperger 

Syndrome patients and people without that medical condition. 
The next text by Chiara Nasti and Marco Venuti, "The Lisbon Treaty and the 

British Press: A Corpus-based Contrastive Analysis of Evaluation Resources", is partly 
based on the authors' previous corpus linguistics study of selected metaphors used in the 

British press and their power in construing the event of the Lisbon treaty ratification and 
construing or revealing individual attitudes towards the event. The present text further 
investigates these topics and indicates those evaluative resources that have been found to 
co-occur with the previously analyzed metaphors, extending the perspective so that to 
include a description and metaphorically invited attributes of the European leaders. 

Agnieszka Wawrzyniak's paper "Cognitive Metaphors of the Mind in The 

Canterbury Tales" presents an analysis of a number of cognitive metaphors culled from 
Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales and pertaining to the concept of mind (e.g. sanity 
and insanity), heart, and fi.re. The paper offers a short theoretical introduction and a 

discussion of different linguistic and psychological approaches to issues related to 
figurative and literał language use with focus on cognitive linguistics approach to 
metaphor. The author emphasizes the fact that many apparently similar concepts happen 

to evoke semantically conflicting metaphors, while concepts that appear to be mutually 
exclusive can sometimes evoke common associations and thereby similar metaphors, at 
least as judged by present-day semantics standards. 

"On Transmitting Expressiveness in Belarusian-English Poetic Translation" by 
Yuliya Sakalova stays with the topie of literature to indicate various lexical, 

grammatical, and stylistic problems encountered by Belarusian translators while 
transmitting aspects of expressiveness of an English poetic source text. The author 
focuses on basie transformation types, which she illustrates with carefully selected 
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